
Introduction/Registration of clients:

Categorization: For the purpose of KYC, we have broadly categorized the clients into two segments:

1. Individuals
2. Non-Individuals

Individuals: This category of accounts are opened and operated by Individuals.
Non-Individuals: Non-Individuals include HUFs, partnership firms, LLP and corporate etc.

Distribution of KYC kit to prospective client: The Sub broker /AP/ branches as well as H.O. distribute KYC
forms to the Prospective clients. Company provides forms to Sub brokers/branches/AP etc. We maintain
KYC kit in soft copy also and same may be emailed to client on his request. Printout of soft copy KYC kit
on A4/legal sheet is a valid KYC document as a matter of our policy.

Collection of KYC form from clients:- KYC Forms duly filed along with supporting are received directly
from the client by branches / sub- brokers/AP/H.O. as the case may be. In person verification is done at
this stage as per well defined company policy. Person doing IPV signs the KYC kit and mentions his
details.

Checking of Application Forms and information capturing in the system:- The forms are checked for their
completeness and correctness with the supporting documents, by the Account Opening Team at H.O
and any deficiency observed is notified immediately to the client for correction. Form is processed
further only after obtaining correct and complete details from client.

Re-checking of Forms:- Forms are checked and the key fields are entered into system. A Unique Client
Code (Trading Code) is allotted to the clients. Allocation of Client code is systemized so that the same
code is not allotted to another client.

Final checking of Forms & UCC at respective exchanges:- Forms are once again re-checked with the
information captured in the system & UCC details are entered on exchange websites. Time of UCC is
recorded for every KYC form. Trading is allowed only after UCC is done at Exchange.

Documentation of Forms:- Forms are then Kept On safe Custody for documentation. When forms are
received, the same are required to be checked by the responsible person for completeness of Forms.
After checking of forms the information is captured in the system by the account opening team. The
forms also contain the space for initials of the account opening team to fix the responsibility of the
person who has checked the forms. When the company enters into business agreement with the
intermediary a unique code is assigned to that intermediary. When this intermediary sends a client
form, a unique client code is allotted to the clients. At the time of opening of account in client master,
brokerage rate is also entered in the brokerage master. The rate of brokerage for intermediaries is
revised with the consent of management and intermediaries whereas the revision in brokerage rate of
client is done with the consent of intermediaries and client there is no interference of the management
in that change. The revised brokerage is updated in back office.



Dispatch of KYC Kit– We provide the copy of KYC and other documents etc. to the client & proper
acknowledgement is kept as per SEBI\Exchanges guidelines.


